This is a current list of all Karen’s titles, designed so you can best choose which book to read next or where to start! Enjoy!

**COMING SOON:**

Finding Home (A Baxter Family Children Story) - February 25

Someone Like You - May 5

Truly, Madly, Deeply - October 27

**RECENT BAXTER FAMILY COLLECTION**

These can be read in any order or as stand-alone titles.

Two Weeks
When We Were Young
To the Moon and Back
In This Moment
Love Story
A Baxter Family Christmas
THE ORIGINAL BAXTER FAMILY SERIES
These take you back to the beginning with the Baxter Family, and should be read in this order:

Redemption - 1
Remember - 2
   Return - 3
Rejoice - 4
Reunion - 5
   Fame - 6
Forgiven - 7
   Found - 8
Family - 9
Forever - 10
   Sunrise - 11
Summer - 12
   Someday - 13
Sunset - 14
   Take One - 15
Take Two - 16
   Take Three - 17
Take Four - 18
   Leaving - 19
Learning - 20
Loving - 21
   Loving - 22
Coming Home - 23
OTHER STAND-ALONE NOVELS
These are all deep stories of the heart. They will make you laugh and cry and feel better about life. They can be read in any order. Check KarenKingsbury.com for more information about any given title.

Fifteen Minutes
The Chance
The Bridge
Between Sundays
Divine
When Joy Came to Stay
Where Yesterday Lives
On Every Side
Oceans Apart
Shades of Blue
This Side of Heaven
Unlocked
Like Dandelion Dust

OTHER SERIES
Karen has also written other series, each of which involve only a few titles. Those series are listed below:

9/11 SERIES:
One Tuesday Morning - 1
Beyond Tuesday Morning - 2
Remember Tuesday Morning - 3

ANGELS WALKING SERIES:
Angels Walking - 1
Chasing Sunsets - 2
Brush of Wings - 3
CHILDREN STORY SERIES
The first book in the Baxter Family Children series tells the story of what it is like to grow up in the Baxter family.

Best Family Ever - 1
Finding Home - 2
COLLECTIONS

THE RED GLOVES COLLECTION:
  Gideon’s Gift - 1
  Maggie’s Miracle - 2
  Sarah’s Song - 3
  Hannah’s Hope - 4

MIRACLE BOOKS COLLECTION:
  Miracles
  A Treasury of Miracles for Women
  A Treasury of Miracles for Teens
  A Treasury of Christmas Miracles
  A Treasury of Miracles for Friends
  A Treasury of Adoption Miracles

TRUE CRIME COLLECTION:
  Missy’s Murder
  Final Vows
  Deadly Pretender
  The Snake and the Spider

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

  Always Daddy’s Princess
  Go Ahead and Dream
  Forever My Little Girl
  Forever My Little Boy
  Whatever You Grow Up to Be
  Let’s Have a Daddy Day
  Let’s Go On a Mommy Date
The Princess and the Three Knights
The Brave Young Knight
Far Flutterby
We Believe in Christmas
Let Me Hold You Longer

GIFT BOOKS

Forever Young: Ten Gifts of Faith for the Graduate
Stay Close Little Girl: Words of Love for Dads
Be Safe Little Boy: Words of Love for Moms

E-SHORTS

The Beginning
I Can Only Imagine
Elizabeth Baxter’s 10 Secrets to a Happy Marriage
Once Upon A Campus